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Fastrack Express Billing Reduces Overhead Costs
Plainview, NY…. Fastrack Healthcare Systems, Inc. announced today the availability of Express
Billing, a new automation feature that provides the industry’s fastest method to generate bills to
Medicare, Medicaid, invoice carriers, private pay facilities and wholesale accounts.

Traditionally, HME Software Systems required running a variety of processes to generate the claim.
According to Spencer Kay, President of Fastrack, “Fastrack clients can now generate claims in a single
step, eliminating the need for the involvement of multiple staff. This will lead to reduced operating
costs and with the faster processing of claims, improved DSO and cash flow.”

One of the many benefits of Express Billing includes the automatic generation of emails with key
reports being sent to designated staff members. The reports can be generated at pre-determined times.

Express Billing is being made available to all Fastrack On-Premise and Hosting clients in Version
2012SP1. The new version also includes the ability to send purchase orders electronically to two new
vendors: Graham-Field and Cardinal Health.

Fastrack has also added a new user definable “cubes” feature with an extensive list of fields to choose
from in the Business Intelligence reporting tools. Other new features include custom delivery tickets
for facilities that can reflect the discount amount if applicable, an interface to the CMB Solutions IVR
system for automating patient compliance and re-order calling, an On-Line Adjudication option for
HME providers, and the capability to use a blue-tooth enabled device at the patient’s home for
processing credit cards real-time.

Fastrack Healthcare Systems is the leading supplier of software & technology to Home Medical
Equipment providers, Durable Medical Equipment and Respiratory Providers, Home Infusion
Pharmacies & Home Healthcare Agencies. Only Fastrack offers a solution for each individual
segment of Home Care as well as one system encompassing virtually every clinical, operational and
financial aspect of a provider’s business, automating several or all of these product/service lines within
one integrated Microsoft SQL database. For further information, contact FASTRACK Healthcare
Systems, Inc. 255 Executive Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803; 1-800-520-2325, fax: 516-349-8875, email them at: info@fastrk.com or visit their Website: www.onlyfastrack.com.
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“Fastrack automatically generates claims in a single step!”

